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SUMMER PRESCOTT BOOKS is thrilled to present a brand new series by Best-Selling Cozy

Mystery Author, Patti Benning!!!Pall Bearers and Pepperoni - Book 1 of The Papa Pacelli's Pizzeria

SeriesNewly jobless and recently dumped by her fiancÃ©, Eleanora Pacelli moves back to her

childhood hometown to take care of her grandmother after her grandfatherâ€™s unexpected death.

What was supposed to be a temporary stay becomes permanent when she takes over her

grandparentsâ€™ old pizzeria. Determined to turn her life around, Ellie sets out to bring the old

restaurant to life while also putting the pieces of her own life back together. Things seem to be going

well until a body is found outside the pizzeria, under very suspicious circumstances. Ellie has to

work against the clock to find out who the killer is in order to keep from losing everything that

sheâ€™s worked to rebuild.
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I was sad to see the Darling Deli series end and had hoped that she would use some of those

characters in the new book. While she did use all new characters, I wasn't disappointed. This series



shows great promise and I can't wait to read the next one.Ellie returned home to live with her

grandmother after losing both her job and her boyfriend in Chicago. She came home to take over

her grandfather's pizza place and see if she could make it turn a profit. When she got there, it's no

wonder it was losing money. The place was a dump but in just a few short days she got it turned

around and despite the murder that happened right at the back door had plenty of customers.

I was extremely disappointed when Patti Benning ended the Darling DELIcious Series but this one

shows great promise! The characters are great and I can't wait to get to know them better as well as

see the pizzaria become popular again. Since I live in New England this is local for me and I em

really excited to think that if it was real, I could actually visit it. Although this series can't replace the

other, it is off to a really good start and I am really looking forward to the next adventure. The food is

wonderful and the pets add a lot of character to the already colorful story. Very nicely written and a

great story!

This is an excellent first book in a brand new series by this wonderful author!! I love this story!! I was

really upset and cried in the beginning of the book because of who was murdered but I think I see in

future books a relationship developing between Ellie and a law enforcement officer?? I love her

grandmother, her dog Bunny and the parrot!! I cannot wait to see where this series goes and how

far because it is excellent!!! Patti Benning is a fantastic author and writes excellent books!!! Please

don't keep us waiting too long for the second book in this series!!!

I always wonder when I start of a new book series if I'm going g to be disappointed or hoping for the

next book in the series to come out soon. I can't wait for the next book in this series. I want to know

Ellis and her Nona better and the family pizza business is thriving. Join them at the pizzeria as soon

as you can, you won't be sorry!I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

I have to say, I was pleasantly surprised by Pall Bearers and Pepperoni. This is book 1 in the Papa

Pacelli's Pizzeria Series and it left me wanting more.Eleanora, Ellie, Pacelli returns to her hometown

of Kittiport to help her Nonni, Ann Pacelli bring her grandfather's Pizza shop back to the thriving

business it once was. Along the way, Ellie meets up with old friends. Makes new friends and some

enemies. Tries to put her grandfather's pizzeria back on the map and helps solve a mystery.There

were a few things along the way that surprised me. Some endearing characters were brought to life.

All in all, a well written book with great characters, a good plot, and the room for many more books



in this series.I am looking forward to the second book in the series!

This is an enjoyable start to a new series. Eleanora leaves Chicago and moves home to her

grandmother, her hometown, and the family pizza parlor. Of course, the changes in her life are

drastic, but soon turn deadly. The rundown restaurant is turned around as is Eleanora's life. Enjoy!

This new series by Patti Benning starts a little slow and sad first but pick up pretty fast. Returning

home from a few setbacks and starting over are enough of a challenge, but add in murder and

sabotage, it's enough to make anyone give up and hide. I can't wait to see where this great new

series leads us

For the first in series I did like this book. It took me awhile to get used to the characters because I'm

used to reading about a deli from Patti Benning but having her write about a pizzeria was right up

her alley.I did think this was a good book for the first book however the murderer and the reason for

the crime kind of threw me off but I thought it was a little simple butt it is the first in series so

hopefully I will see more description and details for the upcoming books in the series. Also I was

hoping to see more descriptions of the pizza what I think I'm comparing it too much from a previous

Series so I have to learn to keep things separate. But I did like is Nonna I thought she was a

gangster grandma
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